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slightly higher titre, probably reflecting the usual laboratory
errors. Of these negative sera, however, more than half had
considerable titres (1/64) with horse red blood cells. In one
case the sheep agglutinin titre was less than 1/4 and the
horse agglutinin titre was 1/512. This is in accordance with
the findings of Lee et al. (1968). We think that every case
that clinically resembles infectious mononucleosis should be
tested with horse erythrocytes and differential absorptions if
the classical Paul Bunnell-Davidsohn test is negative.
Our results indicate that testing for E.B. virus-specific

IgM antibodies is of great value for the aetiological diagnosis
in diseases resembling infectious mononucleosis but without
a positive heterophil antibody test result. One of the great
advantages of this IgM test is that diagnosis as a rule can
be made from a single sample. Viruses other than E.B.
virus and cytomegalo-virus seem unlikely to be causal agents
in diseases similar to infectious mononucleosis without
heterophil antibodies, provided that the diagnosis is based
on well defined clinical and haematological criteria.
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Anaesthesia during Raised Creatine Phosphokinase Activity
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Summary

No adverse effects were observed in a series of patients in
whom he levels of creatine phosphokinase (C.P.K.) were
known to be raised and who received anaesthetics. The need
to exercise caution in the interpretation of screening test
results for C.P.K. activity before anaesthesia is stressed.

Introduction

The association of malignant hyperpyrexia during anaesthe.sia
and increased creatine phosphokinase (C.P.K.) activity has
been reported (Ellis et al., 1972; Isaacs and Barlow, 1970).
Most of the patients described with this condition have re-
ceived suxamethonium together with a volatile anaesthetic
such as halothane. Great increases have also been noted in the
level of serum aspartate aminotransferase and serum alanine
aminotransferase during the course of hyperpyrexia in these
cases. Studies to establish a familial basis for this disorder
(Isaacs and Barlow, 1970) have left some doubt as to the
aetiology of the condition. It has been shown (Gosling et al.,
1972; Meltzer et al., 1969) that raised levels of C.P.K. may
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occur during the early stages of psychotic illnesses. There is
some evidence to suggest that there might be some under-
lying myopathy in patients with raised C.P.K. (Meltzer and
Moline, 1970; Deniborough et al., 1970). The role of hyper-
pyrexia and the resultant change in cell permeability makes
interpretation of enzyme studies difficult. Screening for raised
C.P.K. levels before operation has been discussed by Ellis
et al. (1972). The number of cases in which an anaesthetic has
been administered to patients known to have raised C.P.K.
activity is very small. We report here a group of patients who
received anaesthetics without untoward effect on several oc-
casions when their C.P.K. levels were known to be grossly
raised. They were suffering from affective disorders. Daily
C.P.K. measurements were carried out as part of their
psychiatric investigation. Their uneventful course under
anaesthetics suggests that raised C.P.K. activity is not al-
ways associated with anaesthetic complications.

Patients and Methods

Ten female patients were anaesthetized at times when they
had raised C.P.K. activity (no male patients were included as
the C.P.K. data was available only on female patients). They
were all receiving electric convulsion therapy for affective
disorders. Altogether anaesthetics were given to patients with
raised serum C.P.K. activity on 28 occasions. The C.P.K.
levels were ibetween 200 and 400 mU/ml.
The same drugs and techniques were used for all

anaesthetics. The premedication was 06 mg of atropine sul-
phate given intramuscularly one hour before the anaesthetic.
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The induction agents were 60 mg of sodium methohexitone
followed by 50 mg of suxethonium bromide cation, and
oxygen was given by mouth before and after each treatment.

C.P.K. MEASUREMENT

C.P.K. was measured using an L.K.B. enzyme analyser with
reagents supplied by Boehringer. The normal ranges were
established on a group of 72 healthy volunteers and found
to be 10-60 mU/ml for women and 10-105 mU/ml for men.
The C.P.K. activity at 35'C was estimated by linking the
C.P.K. catalysed reaction through hexokinase to a reaction
involving glucose-6-phosphate dehydrogenase and the con-
version of nicotinainide adenine dinucleotide phosphate to its
reduced form. Glutathione was included within the reaction
mixture to "activate" the C.P.K. The increase in optical
density at 340 mm due to the formation of the reduced nico-
tinamide adenine dinucleotide phosphate was plotted by us-
ing an LKB 8600 reaction rate analyser and is directly pro-
portional to the C.P.K. activity. The reagents used were sup-
plied by Boehringer in the form of a test kit for C.P.K.
determination (Cat. No. 15926. TCAF). Solutions were pre-
pared by Boehringer and the reaction was started by the auto-
matic addition by the L.K.B. 8600 of 75 ,u of creatine phos-
phate-solution 3 of the assay system. For all the solutions
only half the recommended test quantities were used because
the L.K.B. 8600 requires a minimum total volume of only 1
ml in each test cuvette.

Results
The results show that these patients had a combined total of
28 anaesthetics on occasions when their C.P.K. was grossly

raised. Three patients each received -six anaesthetics, three
each had two anaesthetics, and four each had one anaesthetic
during periods of raised C.P.K. In none of these patients
were there any untoward effects despite levels of C.P.K. be-
tween 200 and 400 mU/ml.

Discussion

This group of patients with raised C.P.K. activity had
anaesthetics on a total of 28 occasions for electric convulsion
therapy. None of the patients developed any untoward effects
such as masseter spasm, haemoglobinuria, or any associated
hyperpyrexia. If these patients had been in a general hospital
and screening tests, including that for C.P.K., had been per-
formed before the administration of general anaesthesia these
anaesthetics might have been withheld from this group of
patients. Since no adverse effect occurred in these patients
this casts doubt on the value of C.P.K. measurement as a
screening test in relation to malignant hyperpyrexia.

We thank Dr. H. A. Maher, formerly clinical assistant
anaesthetist at Middlewood Hospital, Sheffield, who gave many of
the anaesthetics.
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Summary

The results of simple ice stocage and prolonged perfusion
storage of kidneys were compared in two series, each of 100
cadaver kidney transplants. There was a similar warm
ischaemia time for both groups, but the average total storage
time was 17 hours for the perfused kidneys as compared to
three and a half hours for those stored in ice. The results of
transplantation (as shown by transplant function at three and
12 months) were the same for both groups. There was no
evidence of damage due to prolonged perfusion. The extra
time, however, enabled a more convenient operation time to
be chosen and more extensive tissue matching to be under-
taken.
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Introduction

Perfusion preservation of cadaver kidneys for periods of 24
hours has changed cadaver kidney transplantation from a dis-
ruptive emergency to a semi-elective surgical procedure.
There have 'been doulbts, however, about ehe effec=s of per-
fusion preservation on both early post-transplant function and
subsequent rejection (Clark et al., 1973).
This paper compares the transplantation results of 100

consecutive kidneys stored by cooling in ice saline slush and
100 stored by hypothermic plasma perfusion.

Patients and Methods

All patients in the series were treated in the four Melbourne
transplant units. Cadaver donor treatment, recipient selection,
and management were essentially similar in each of the four
units and did not change substantially during the five years
of the study.
During the period April 1969 to January 1972 100 consecu-

tive cadaver kidneys were stored by cooling in ice saline slush
and from February 1972 to December 1973 100 cadaver kid-
neys were stored by hypothermic plasma perfusion and then
transplanted.
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